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I first read Derek Walcott when I was working in Guyana some thirty years ago.  I wish I could say that I was immediately struck by the technical brilliance of his prosody and the astonishing way in which his imagery compounds metaphor upon metaphor, but admiration for these aspects of his work came later.  I was, however bowled over by the way in which his poetry touched a chord in my own experience.   Like so many outsiders who become converts to a cause, I had become an overnight champion of all things Caribbean – and more specifically Guyanese – and in Walcott’s verse I discovered a seemingly perfect example of the “local”.  In retrospect and with a slightly surer sense of how reading responses operate, I realise that far more complicated lines of engagement were involved in my identification with his characteristic stance than I grasped at the time.  Walcott is a poet of passages, an outstanding interpreter of cultural process rather than a mimetic chronicler of observed phenomena, but at that time I saw him as the writer who, above all others and seemingly effortlessly, succeeded in getting the “real” Caribbean world down on paper.  I admired his early commitment to articulating hitherto unexpressed aspects of the region’s cultures and physical environments as a process of transcription, but when I saw him, in his poetic autobiography, Another Life (1973), dedicating himself to “Adam’s task of giving things their names”, failed to grasp the extent to which such a project involved the creation of the very idiolect in which it was being conducted.  Noah may have been the first great zoologist, but Adam was less the first lexicographer than the originator of language.  In some ways I think I was marginally more sensitive to the way in which the Adamic project was being performed in his drama, since it was clear that the early St. Lucian plays were giving voice to a repertory of St Lucian figures, who had previously been unrepresented in “literature”.  Initially, though, I was drawn to the poetry, mainly because I could see analogies between Walcott’s compulsion to realise the St Lucian landscape on the page and what I felt was a similarly urgent need to do the same for the Guyanese world in which I was living.   It took very little imagination to agree with Aldous Huxley that Wordsworth is impossible in the tropics and Walcott’s commitment to discovering a form and a lexis that could give express Caribbean nature and its cultural correlatives seemed to me absolutely central to the development of an aesthetic practice appropriate to the region.  
There were, of course, other Caribbean writers who, in a variety of modes, were emancipating the region from the silences and distortions of the colonial period.  Kamau Brathwaite’s recuperation of submerged aspects of the African heritage had a similar vitality and, then as now, seemed crucial to the promotion of a balanced view of the Caribbean and yet, despite its parallel commitment to the Creole nature of Caribbean culture, seemed to speak very slightly less immediately to the Caribbean world I knew.  V.S. Naipaul commanded respect for the wit and intelligence of his early work, while leaving one generally uncomfortable, and sometimes positively outraged, by its social commentary.  When he wrote, in his chapter on “British Guiana” in The Middle Passage (1962), that his first day in Georgetown left him feeling that he “was in a frontier town of the Wild West”, this seemed harmless enough banter.  It was possible to ignore it as just another example of travel-writing that says more about its author than the place described, although there was the difficulty that the book’s sub-title, “The Caribbean Revisited”, implied an “insider” perspective that only seemed appropriate for the Trinidad section of the book. When, however, he discussed Georgetown’s fine Victorian Gothic wooden architecture and reported that Guyanese “are profoundly ashamed of their wooden buildings”, a comment typical of the sardonic tone of the whole work, hackles began to rise: one wanted to dispute, not just the accuracy of the statement, but also the authority assumed by the supposedly revisiting insider.  Wilson Harris’s gift for phantasmagoric, alchemical metaphor was unmistakable from the first.  And he addressed Guyanese situations, but somehow, perhaps because his approach was metaphysical and his cross-cultural vision, despite its Amerindian touchstones, appeared to owe a good deal to Jungian archetypes, he seemed less relevant to everyday Guyanese experience.  
In contrast, Walcott’s St Lucia breathed from the page.  The flora and fauna of his poetry were frequently different from those of the coastal region of Guyana where I was living; the francophone patois of his plays was far removed from the multiple varieties of the Guyanese Creole continuum that I was coming to know.  Yet Walcott was relevant; he seemed to be writing about a society that had been similarly excluded from the scribal record, as a consequence of what Kenneth Ramchand has called “cultural absenteeism”. We knew the kiskadees that chirped at us around five o’clock every evening had derived their name from French “Qu’est ce qu’il dit?”, but did such knowledge locate them in any broader sense and in any case didn’t the creolization of the French make them distinctively different anyway?  What was the botanical name of the small “jump-up-and-kiss-me” flowers outside our window?  How did they get called this?  Would relating them to other names shape our consciousness of their identity differently?  These were the kind of questions that Walcott’s poetry asked – and often answered.  We went to market and discovered a world of “new” vegetables:  among them callaloo, boulangers, wiri-wiri peppers and eddoes.  Their names were, of course, just the surface expression of a natural world which, despite layers of European interference, still manifest in place-names -- Dutch “Stabroek”, French “Plaisance”, English “Land of Beulah” – and also the vocabulary of contemporary Guyana – “kokers” (sluices) and “stellings” (landing places), reminders of early Dutch colonization – resisted European naming.  I sat down to write a poem on the uniqueness of the aftertaste of guava, but lacking Walcott’s gifts for finding verbal equivalences for sensory impressions eventually had to admit ignominious defeat.
The need to chronicle “local” experience remained overwhelming and, when I was asked to write feature articles for a national Sunday newspaper, I set about reviewing, recording and generally championing local theatre, art, film and writing with all the zeal of the new convert.  When, on one occasion, I was criticised for championing the “second-rate”, I refused to be deflected.  If my advocacy occasionally strayed into cultural chauvinism, it was, after all, much better to be making the case for the local “second-rate” than its imported equivalent.  More importantly, though, I was – and the years haven’t changed this belief – convinced that collectively the artistic work being produced in the Caribbean by “the independence generation” had few equals anywhere in the world.  
I didn’t know at that time that Derek Walcott had been similarly engaged in a weekly round of hack journalism, which as a body of work had become a manifesto for Caribbean culture.  From around 1960, he had been a regular reviewer and arts correspondent for The Trinidad Guardian, particularly arguing the case for a national theatre, but more generally exploring the possibilities for creating a distinctive West Indian aesthetics.  I was to read most of this journalism in the National Newspaper Library in London years later and immediately saw the parallels between my writing and his, albeit while having to face the inadequacy of my own efforts in comparison with his.  I read Walcott’s Guardian journalism, while researching his attitudes to Caribbean theatre for an article on The Joker of Seville (1975), his creolized reworking of the “original” Spanish Don Juan play, Tirso de Molina’s El Burlador de Sevilla.  They heightened my sense of identification with what Walcott was trying to do and, although it would take a good while to germinate, my desire to write a full-length study of his work was born around this time.  I particularly wanted to produce a book that would outline his early development as a poet and devote an equal amount of attention to the plays, which at that time, in the early 1980s, remained less well known in Britain and mainland Europe.  The book wasn’t begun until a few years later and, while it was being written, Omeros (1990) was published, with the award of the Nobel following in 1992.  So by the time I completed my study, Walcott had become a renowned international figure, widely praised as one of the finest of living poets and now also recognised as a major dramatist, with plays being regularly staged in Britain and Europe, as well as in the Caribbean and North America, where they had previously been popular.  At the same time, he was being celebrated for his attentiveness to global issues and the complexities of international cultural transactions, lines of investigation that I was now myself exploring in some depth.  Having set out to write a study that would situate Walcott in terms of his very specific “local” origins (Trinidadian and Caribbean more generally, as well as St Lucian), I found myself more and more aware of the extent to which his work fractured north-south polarities and crossed east-west meridians.  
It is, of course, impossible to read Omeros without being aware of such crossings, but possible to be blind to the extent to which these are journeys through language.  It is Walcott’s cache of ever mutating metaphors that enables him to transform the “real” worlds he once seemed to me to be transcribing into something uniquely of his own making, to rewrite Homer and Tirso and a thousand and one other Old World writers in such a way that his versions cease to be rewritings.  Borges’s Pierre Menard rewrites Don Quixote word-for-word, while claiming to be producing a completely original work and if at first this fable seems to be a piece of postmodernist play, it perfectly encapsulates what Walcott has done in creolizing the classics.  He draws from all corners of the world and the result, as I put it in my book, Derek Walcott (which eventually saw the light of day in 1999) is that “It is as if tradition has undergone a process of migration, taken ship across the wide sargasso sea of the Atlantic, found itself beached, Odysseus-like, in the Caribbean and then, even as it begins to exert influence in the opposite direction, come to doubt whether it had a point of origin in the first place”.  
Walcott is both the most local and the most cosmopolitan of contemporary poets; his verse is suffused by influences from around the globe and yet intensely local in its immersion in the landscapes and cultures he knows best, whether these be the harbour of Castries, the beach at Rampanalgas in Trinidad or the view across the River Charles in Boston, where he lived for many years.  My early fascination with his capacity for recording the hitherto undocumented specifics of particular places seems simplistic now, but if his representation of place is viewed, as it surely must be, through the prism of his perennial awareness of cultures in transition and if one acknowledges the extent to which his landscapes are indelibly marked with social forces – the Adamic experience is more often than not postlapsarian in Walcott – then perhaps it is the starting-point to which we should return, even though, as he puts it in his early poem “Homecoming: Anse La Raye”, “there are homecomings without home”. 

